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EFFICIENT RUN-TIME TYPE CHECKING OF 
TYPED LOGIC PROGRAMS 
PHILIP W. DART AND JUSTIN ZOBEL 
D This paper presents a new approach to the problem of guaranteeing that 
definite logic programs are free of type errors. Previously, two approaches 
to this problem have been considered. The first approach is static type 
checking, in which predicate types are inferred from the program and 
checked for self-consistency and for consistency with declared types. Static 
type checking, however, is in general incomplete, as it can neither only 
reject programs with type errors nor only accept programs which are 
type-error free. The second approach is dynamic type checking, in which 
types are checked against type declarations at run-time. Dynamic type 
checking, however, is prohibitively expensive. 
Our approach combines static and dynamic type checking so that, not 
only is completeness attained but the overhead of run-time type checking 
is substantially reduced. This is ‘achieved by taking advantage of any 
redundancy between type declarations and types enforced by the program 
itself. Type checks are added to a clause only where redundancy cannot be 
shown to exist. In particular, only local variables ever need be type 
checked, and type checks on some variables may be shown redundant by 
use of type inference and analysis of type dependencies; to implement such 
analysis, we have developed new algorithms for intersecting and comparing 
types and for unifying types and terms. Hence, programs with declared 
types may be transformed into programs with a small number of explicit 
type checks. We argue that the overhead of the remaining type checks is 
generally small and is justified by the benefits of having effective type 
checking for logic programs. a 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Types are a cornerstone of languages that support reliable, structured programs. 
Yet few logic programming systems support types in any form, and there is no 
general agreement as how types should be adapted to suit the needs of logic 
programming. Two methodologies have previously been considered, dynamic (run- 
time) type checking and static (compile-time) type checking. Dynamic type check- 
ing has been implicitly rejected because it is thought to be too expensive. Hence, 
debate has concentrated on choice of the best static type-checking scheme, 
although static solutions are of necessity inexact. We argue that a satisfactory type 
system must combine the two methodologies. 
There is no doubt that simple dynamic solutions such as type checking the 
arguments of each predicate at every call, or running programs with type checks 
inserted into every clause, are prohibitively expensive. However, several static 
type-checking methodologies have been proposed. Mycroft and O’Keefe describe a 
system in which programs are optionally annotated with type declarations [13]. If a 
program is consistently typed, it is guaranteed that any SLD-derivation for a 
consistently typed goal on the program will not contain type errors. However, many 
reasonable goals and programs are not consistently typed under this system; for 
example, the goal +- uppend(l.nif, a.nil, l.a.nil) is not well typed under Mycroft 
and O’Keefe’s type declaration for append [13]. Other systems which use declared 
types to verify programs have also been described [15, 21, 221. Static type checking 
is also used by TURBO-Prolog, in which the compile-time type system strongly 
restricts the class of possible programs; it has been noted that these restrictions are 
too strict for many applications [6]. All of these proposed methods for static type 
checking are incomplete: systems either only reject programs that are provably ill 
typed (failing to identify some programs with type errors) or only accept programs 
that are provably well typed. 
Another style of static type checking is based on type inference, in which all 
possible instantiations for each variable in a program are computed; if a variable 
has no possible instantiations, a type contradiction exists [ 11,231. Type declarations 
are optional. Type inference is not well suited to type checking. First, inferred 
types are not represented precisely, but rather, an approximation, usually a 
superset, of possible instantiations is used so that many type contradictions are not 
found. Second, code supplied by a programmer may not completely specify the 
desired types, as in the normal definitions of the predicates member and append, 
but building type checks into every clause gives the inefficiency of dynamic type 
checking. Third, under type inference types are not made explicit; structural details 
of a term may be embedded in a “remote” predicate, or distributed throughout a 
program, making comprehension, update and modification of programs difficult. To 
strengthen inferred types, type checks may have to be duplicated within a program; 
the consequent redundant checking reduces efficiency. A similar problem exists for 
type systems that force redundancy between code and types, as type checks may 
have to be added unnecessarily. 
We argue that logic programs should be annotated with type declarations, that 
is, typed, and, as in conventional anguages uch as Pascal and Ada, the burden of 
type checking should be divided between compile-time and run-time. In our 
scheme, programs are combined with their type declarations to give new programs 
which perform their own type checking so that types and code together specify a 
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program. Obviously, running a program with checks in each clause for each 
argument is as expensive as using a dynamic type-checking scheme, but there are 
several ways to detect and eliminate redundant type checks. For example, if only 
the variables that do not occur in the head of a clause are checked, each variable 
will still be checked at least once during SLD-resolution. Another optimisation is 
to not check variables that are demonstrated to be well typed by type inference. 
However, these optimisations alone may not provide a sufficient improvement in 
efficiency. By observing that variables in a logic program are interdependent, and 
in particular, that well typedness of one variable can be dependent on the well 
typedness of other variables, more optimisations can be made. Type dependencies 
are used in this paper to identify such cases. Type dependencies are derived for a 
predicate given types and type dependencies for the atoms in the bodies of its 
clauses. Since in our scheme type checking is complete and run-time costs are 
relatively small, our system has the advantages of both static and dynamic type 
checking without the drawbacks of these methods. Modification of definite pro- 
grams to check types while avoiding redundant checking is the main contribution 
outlined in this paper. 
For example, in the usual definition of append, the arguments of append are 
intended to be lists, but it is easy to demonstrate that the second argument is well 
typed if and only if the third argument is well typed. Type-inference techniques can 
be used to demonstrate that a term that is consistent with the first argument of 
append must be a list. Hence it can be shown that the goals 
+ append( a.b.nil, c.nil, x) A append( x, x, y) 
+- append(x, y, z) A append( z, z, w) 
are both well typed. 
To implement modification of programs as described above, we have made a 
number of other contributions. First, the concepts of type and well typed must be 
defined for logic programs; this is done in Section 2. Second, type dependencies 
must be described. Their description rests on other contributions: in order to either 
determine or apply type dependencies, it is necessary to find whether a variable is 
well typed, that is, find whether the set of instantiations possible for that variable is 
a subset of its type. Thus, it must be possible to determine whether one type is a 
subset of another. Other operations that are necessary are intersection of types 
and, so that associations between variables and types can be manipulated, unifica- 
tion of terms and types. Hence Section 3 describes regular types, Section 4 describes 
algorithms for intersection and comparison of regular types, and Section 5 de- 
scribes an algorithm for unifying regular types and logical terms which generalizes 
standard unification; all of these algorithms are new. Type dependencies and their 
derivation for definite clauses are described in Section 6. 
With description of the requisite concepts complete, Section 7 shows how type 
checks can be identified as redundant and gives a transformation from typed 
programs to programs without identifiably redundant type checks. Extensions to 
permit the use of parametric types, a form of regular types with greater notational 
flexibility, are discussed in Section 8. 
Notation is generally consistent with that used by Lloyd [lo]. Additional or 
changed notations are explicitly described. 
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2. SEMANTICS OF TYPES 
This section defines types in relation to logic programs, defining the concept of 
“type” and discussing what properties types and programs should have. How types 
might be specified is deferred to Section 3. We assume that programs consist of 
definite clauses and that goals are conjunctions of atoms, expressed in a fixed 
language L with equality, consisting of an infinite set of constant symbols, a finite 
set of function symbols and a finite set of predicate symbols. Constants are denoted 
by a, b and c, functors by f, g and h, and variables by the letters X, y and z. Some 
function symbols are written in infix notation, and in particular the function symbol 
“.” is used as a list constructor. The Herbrand universe H is defined to be the set 
of all terms that can be constructed from the constants and function symbols of L. 
Definition 2.1. A type is a recursive subset of the Herbrand universe H. •I 
Therefore, types are (possibly infinite) sets of finite ground terms. This corre- 
sponds to a common definition of type [2]. Note that intersection of arbitrary 
recursive sets is computable but comparison is not. 
When programmers write clauses defining a predicate in a program, they write 
declarative statements that are intended to apply to particular types. Consider the 
definition of the predicate append: 
append( nil, x, x) + 
append(y,x,,x,,y.x,) +wend(x,,x,,x,). 
Let LY denote the type (nil, t,.nil, t,.t,.nil, . . . 1, where each t, E H. Each argument 
of a successful ground call to append is intended to belong to cy, although the goal 
+ append(ni1, a a) would succeed. Consider the definition of the predicate list: 
list ( nil) c 
list( y.x) +- Zist( x). 
Ground calls to list succeed if and only if the argument of the call is in type (Y, and 
therefore list defines (Y. 
In any language, whenever possible, type checking is performed at compile-time. 
At run-time, however, type errors-such as violations of range bounds-may still 
be encountered; older languages uch as Pascal terminate execution on discovery 
of type errors, while more modern tanguages uch as Ada generate exceptions. 
Because it is not possible to terminate execution or generate exceptions in pure 
logic programs, we take the view that run-time errors should cause the derivation 
containing the error to fail. Thus a successful derivation cannot contain type errors. 
We admit, however, that this view makes it difficult to distinguish between 
(intentionally) failed computations due to lack of solutions and (unintentionally) 
failed solutions due to run-time type errors. 
One way of implementing run-time type checks is to include additional atoms in 
clauses that restrict the arguments of the head of each clause to the intended 
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types. For example, it is easy to modify the definition of append so that it only 
succeeds for terms of the intended type. 
append(x,,xr,+) +- 
1ist( xi) A list( x2) A list( x3) Ax, = nil Ax1 =x3 
append( xl, x2, xg) + 
ht( xl) A ht( x2) A ht( x3) A 
x, =y.z, A x2 =z2 A x3 =y.z, A append( zl, z2, zj) . 
With this definition of append, evaluation of the goal + appendhif, a, a) fails. The 
goal also fails on the following definition of append, which has the same set of 
logical consequences as the version above. 
append( nil, x, x) + list(x) 
append(y.x,,xz,y.x3) +append(x,,xz,x3) 
This is the “simplest” definition of append that only succeeds for terms of the 
intended type: the type of the first argument is implicit in the definition, and the 
types of the second and third arguments are interdependent. However, the call 
list(x) in the first clause may still be redundant in the context of a particular goal; 
for example, 
+x3 = a.b.nilAappend(x,,x,,x,), 
where a.b.nil is demonstratively in the intended type of the third argument of 
append. 
In general, it is sufficient to check the type of each variable once, either 
implicitly by the program, as in the first argument of append, or explicitly by 
addition of atoms. Furthermore, embedding type checks in programs is not desir- 
able. When looking for type information in a program with embedded types, 
readers must extract the types from each clause, possibly having to examine 
definitions of predicates that occur in each clause’s body. This difficulty in extract- 
ing type information is solved if programmers add type declarations rather than 
code for type checking. It is therefore useful to consider type declarations as part 
of the specification of a program and convenient to associate a type with each 
argument of a predicate. 
Dejinition 2.2. A type declaration is a function that maps pairs (p, i), where p is an 
n-ary predicate and 1 2 i 5 n, to a type. An n-ary predicate p is typed with 
respect to a type declaration D if (p, i) is in the domain of D for 1 I i in. An 
n-ary predicate p has type (Ye x *** x a, with respect to a type declaration D if 
p is typed with respect to D and D maps (p, i> to CY, for 1 s i I n. A program P 
is typed with respect to a type declaration D if every predicate in P is typed with 
respect to D. 0 
Example 2.1. As discussed above, append has type (Y X CY X a. A predicate odd 
could have type p, where p is the type (s(O), s(~(s(O>>), s(s(sCs(s(O)>))), . . .I 0 
In practice, not every argument of each predicate needs to have a type 
declaration. Arguments of predicates without type declarations are assumed to 
have H as type. The association between types and the arguments of predicates is 
now used to define when an atom is well typed. 
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Definition 2.3. An atom p(t,, . . . , t,) is well typed with respect to a type declaration 
D, where p has type or X -** x a, with respect to D, if, for every ground 
instance p(t,, . . . , tJ8, each tie= q. A goal +A, A ..* AA, is well typed with 
respect to a type declaration D if each Ai is well typed with respect to D. 0 
Example 2.2. Consider the program 
odd( s(0)) + 
odd(s(s(x))) +0&(x) 
append( nil, x , x ) + 
where the types of append and odd in type declaration D are as in Example 2.1. 
Then the goals + odd(s(sMO)))) and + append(a.nil, x,.nil, x,.x,.x,.nil) are well 
typed with respect to D, but the goals + odd(x) and + append(a.nil, b.nil, x) are 
not. 0 
As Example 2.2 illustrates, the desirable property of a well-typed goal is not that 
it is well typed, but that refutations of goals should not contain type errors. This is 
captured by the following definition. 
Definition 2.4. Let P be a program which is typed with respect to a type declara- 
tion D, and G be a goal. An SLD-refutation G, = G, G,, . . . , G,, = 0 of P U {G}, 
yielding SLD-computed answer 8, is well typed with respect to D if each G,8 is 
well typed with respect to D. 0 
Well-typedness of a refutation could be enforced by, for example, remembering 
the refutation and checking each G,B. However, as Theorem 2.1 will show, this is 
unnecessary: well-typedness of refutations is a consequence of programs and goals 
belonging to the class described in the following definition. 
Definition 2.5. Let P be a program which is typed with respect to a type declara- 
tion D, and G be a goal. P U {G) is well typed with respect to D if every 
SLD-refutation of P U (G} is well typed with respect to D. A clause A + B is 
well-typed with respect to D if for all substitutions 8, such that A8 is well typed 
with respect to D, P U { +- Be) is well typed with respect to D. A program P is 
well typed with respect to D if every clause in P is well typed with respect to D. 
0 
Proposition 2.1. Let P be a program which is typed with respect to a type declaration D 
and G be a goal. If P U {G} is well typed with respect to D then for every 
SLD-computed answer 8 of P U (G), GO is well typed with respect to D. 
PROOF. The result follows from Definitions 2.4 and 2.5 q 
Definition 2.5 implies that if there are no SLD-refutations of P U {G) (and, 
therefore, no ill typed answers), P U {G) is well typed. By the completeness of SLD 
resolution [3] and Proposition 2.1, if P u {G} is well typed, GO is well typed for 
every correct answer 0 for P U {G}. Note that P U {G} may be well typed although 
the goal G is not well typed. 
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Example 2.3. Let P be the program and D the type declaration in Example 2.2. 
Then P is well typed with respect to D, and the following are well typed with 
respect to D. 
PU (+append(x,,b.nil,x,)} 
P u (+ append( a.nil, x,.nil, x,.x,.x,.nil)} 
Pu { +-odd(x)} 
PU {+odd(s(s(O)))}. 
However, P U ( + append(ni1, a, a)) is not well typed. 0 
The following proposition and theorem show that, if a program and goal are well 
typed, all refutations of the goal on the program are well typed. 
Proposition 2.2. Let P be a program. If 8 is an SLD-computed answer for P U ( + A, 
A .-. AA, A .-a AA, A **- AA,}, the identity substitution is an SLD-computed 
answerforPU{+(A, A -*a AA,)~). 
PROOF. If 8 is an SLD-computed answer for P U { + A, A a.- AA, A a-- A A,,, 
A -a- AA,), the identity subsitution is a correct answer for P U { + (A, A a** A 
A,M} by the soundness of SLD-resolution. Hence, by the completeness of SLD- 
resolution [3], the result holds. q 
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a program that is well typed with respect to a type declaration D, 
and G be a goal. Then P U (G) is well typed with respect to D if and only if, for 
every SLD-computed answer 8 of P U {G), GO is well typed with respect to D. 
PROOF. The ‘only-if part follows from Proposition 2.1. The ‘if part is as follows. 
Assume that, for every SLD-computed answer 8 of P U {G), G8 is well typed with 
respect to D and consider an SLD-refutation G, = G, G,, . . . , G,, = 0 of P U (G). 
The proof proceeds by showing that PU {Gil is well typed, for each Gi, by 
induction on i. As given, P U (G,} is well typed. Assume P U {GJ is well typed, 
where Gi is of the form +--A1 A -a- AA, A *-* AA,. Then by Definitions 2.3 and 
2.5, for all SLD-computed answers 0 for P U (Gi}, Aje is well typed with respect to 
D for 1 ~j I t. Let A, be the selected atom in Gi, A + B the input clause and Bi 
anmguofA,and A,sothatG,+,is +(A,A~~~AA,_,ABAA,+,A~~-AA,)~,. 
It suffices to show that for all SLD-computed answers 8’ for P U I + Gi+ ,I, 
+ Be,, is well typed with respect to D and Ajei 0’ is well typed with respect to D 
for l<j<s and s<j<t. 
If 8 ’ is an SLD-computed answer for P U {Gi+ 1), then there is some 8 = ei8 ’ 
that is an SLD-computed answer for P U (GJ. Therefore Ajeie’ is well typed with 
respect to D for 1 I j I t. Now since A,13,t3’ = A($,’ is well typed with respect to 
D and A + B is well typed with respect to D, by Definition 2.5, P U I + B&e’} is 
well typed with respect to D. By Proposition 2.2, the identity substitution is an 
SLD-computed answer for + Bf9,0’, therefore + Be,,’ is well typed with respect 
to D. The result then holds. q 
Theorem 2.1 implies that if a program and goal are well typed, run-time type 
checking is unnecessary, as all refutations are known to be well typed. If programs 
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and goals are transformed into well-typed equivalents (for which all refutations are 
well typed), it follows that the only run-time overheads are any extra resolution 
steps implied by the new form. Well-typed forms are described in Definition 2.6; 
Section 7 shows how well-typed forms are derived. 
Definition 2.6. Let P be a program, D a type declaration, and G a goal with 
variables xi, . . . , x,. A goal G’ with variables x I,. . . , x, is a well-typed form of G 
with respect to P and D if the following conditions hold. 
(a) For all SLD-computed answers 8 to P U {G’), G’O is well typed with respect 
to D. 
(b) The set of ground correct answers 8 for P U {G}, for which G8 is well typed 
with respect to D, equals the set of ground correct answers for P U {G’}.’ 
A clause A +-B’ is a well-typed form of a clause A +- B with respect to P and D 
if, for all substitutions 8 such that A0 is well typed with respect to D, +- B’8 is a 
well typed form of +-- BtI with respect to P and D. A program P’ is a well-typed 
form of P if P’ is the set of well-typed forms of the clauses in P with respect to P 
and D. 0 




and let D be a type declaration such that p has type (Y and q has type p x y, 
where LY = {fbz, a), f(b, b)}, P = (a, bl and -y = {cl. A well-typed form of the goal 
+p(f(x,y)) is the goal +p( f(x, y>) AX = y. A well-typed form of the clause 
defining p in P is the clause p(f(x, y)) +- q(y, 2) A z = c. This clause can be 
substituted for the original clause defining p to give a well-typed form of P with 
respect to D. •I 
Theorem 2.2. Let P be a program which is typed with respect to a type declaration D, G 
be a goal, P’ and G’ be well-typed forms of P and G with respect to P and D. Then 
P’ and P’ U {G’) are well typed with respect to D. 
PROOF. The result follows from Definition 2.6 and Theorem 2.1. 0 
It follows that if P is a program which is typed with respect to a type declaration 
D,G is a goal, and P’ and G’ are well-typed forms of P and G with respect to P 
and D, then G’ is a well-typed form of G with respect to P’ and D. Note also that 
the set of answers to the well-typed form of a goal is a subset of the set of answers 
to the original goal, and that a well-typed program is a well-typed form of itself. 
Naish has described a similar semantics of well-typedness that also considers 
types to be part of the specification of the program [151. Our definition of “well 
typed” differs from that of, say, Mycroft and O’Keefe. We do not argue that 
“well-typed programs don’t go wrong” but rather that “type errors cause failure”; 
’ By (a), all correct answers for P u {G') are well typed with respect to D. 
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the notion of well-typedness applies to successful derivations only, and no conclu- 
sion can be drawn from failure of a goal. However, unlike existing approaches, our 
approach does not restrict the class of legal programs, as we give a mapping from 
any program to a well-typed form of that program. 
As demonstrated with append, it is trivial to produce well-typed forms of clauses 
if types can be defined by predicates. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate 
that it is always possible to construct well-typed forms of programs and goals, that 
some redundant type-checking embedded in the well-typed form can be eliminated, 
and that in practice the well-typed form is often identical to the original. Following 
Definition 2.5, a well-typed clause is one for which any instance of the clause with a 
well-typed head also has a well-typed body. To determine whether a clause has this 
property, it must be possible to associate types of terms, intersect types, and 
compare types. Unification, intersection and comparison algorithms for types are 
described in Sections 4 and 5, and a class of types for which these operations can 
be efficiently implemented is described in the.next section. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we assume that programs are typed: 
the existence of type declaration is implicit. Well-typedness of goals, etc., is with 
respect to the implicit type declarations. 
3. REGULAR TYPES 
If types are to be part of the specification of a program, they must be specified by 
expressions in some language. It should be possible to intersect and compare types 
in terms of their specification, and therefore, types should be expressed in a 
language in which comparison is decidable and under which intersection is closed. 
Within these constraints, the language should be as expressive as possible; for 
aesthetic reasons, the language should also be simple and concise; and the 
language should permit efficient algorithms for comparison and intersection. We 
note in passing that neither comparison nor intersection is decidable for the 
language classes context-free, context-sensitive and LR(k) [7, 161. 
One class of languages that satisfies the above constraints is that of regular tree 
languages, which have been widely used to denote types [ll, 12, 16, 22, 231. Regular 
tree grammars are not equivalent to regular grammars, although root-to-frontier 
labelling of regular trees gives approximations of regular trees that are equivalent 
to regular languages [181. Unfortunately, this approximation results in tuple dis- 
tributivity, where distinct types appear to be identical [ill. We avoid this problem 
by defining algorithms that operate directly on regular tree grammars rather than 
on approximations to them. 
We first define the notation used to describe types, then describe the correspond- 
ence between this notation and subsets of H. 
Definition 3.1. Type symbols represent types. A type term is defined inductively as 
follows 
1. A constant is a pure type term. 
2. A variable is a pure type term. 
3. A type symbol is a pure type term. 
4. If f is an n-ary function and each 7i is a pure type term, f<ri, . . . , 7,) is a 
pure type term. 
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A pure type term is a type term without variables. A logical term is a type term 
without type symbols. q 
The motivation for the definition of type terms will .become clear in Section 5, 
where type substitutions that associate variables with types are introduced. The 
Greek letters (Y, p, y, 6, p and 4 denote type symbols. The type symbol p 
denotes H, and the type symbol 4 denotes the empty type. To distinguish the 
empty type from empty sets, the latter are denoted by 0. Type terms are denoted 
by 7, W, and V, and r denotes sets of type terms. As discussed earlier, type symbols 
represent ypes. A mapping from pure type terms to types is given in Definition 3.5. 
Example 3.1. The expressions X, (Y and f(x, a) are type terms, IX, f(a) and g(a, 
h((~, /3)) are pure type terms, and x, ~CX> and g(a, h(x, y)) are logical terms. 
0 
Rather than having all types defined in terms of an enumeration (possibly 
infinite) of constants, it is convenient to partition the constants into nonempty 
subsets, called base types, to be used as a basis for the definition of other types. 
One possibility is to have a single base type constant denoting the set of all 
constants. If some constants are used to represent integers, the constants could be 
partitioned into the base types symbol and integer. Relaxing the constraint on the 
partitioning of constants to allow overlapping range types is straightforward [51. 
Base types are associated with predefined predicates. For example, most Prolog 
systems have a built-in predicate atom that could be used to check for the type 
constant, and p is associated with the predicate definition 
The definition of the predicate associated with the empty type 4 is itself empty. 
Other types are defined by type rules, which associate types with predicate defini- 
tions as follows. Note that in this paper, type symbols are used as predicate symbols 
for predicate definitions associated with types. 
Definition 3.2. A type rule is an expression of the form CY --) r where cr is a type 
symbol and r is a set of pure type terms. A type rule (Y -+ r is associated with a 
set of clauses defining a predicate CX, which for each 7 E r has a clause 
where t is 7 with each type symbol pi replaced by a new variable xi. 0 
Example 3.2. The expressions a + (a, b) and P -+ {nil, tred P, a, P )) are We rules. 
(Y + {a, b} is associated with the definition 
44 +-- 
a(b) + 
and p + {nil, treed fi, IX, PI) is associated with 
p(ni1) +- 
P(tree(bh4) + N-5) * 4%) * P(4. ci 
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Type rules are analogous to the type predicates defined as part of the type 
theory described by Lloyd [lo]. Yardini and Shapiro also use a regular tree 
language to express types [22]. Their chosen syntax, RUL programs, is a restricted 
form of logic program, equivalent to the predicate form of type rules shown above. 
The two styles of type specification are equivalent, but have different applications. 
The predicate form is more useful for specifying type checks, and is used for this 
purpose in Section 7, but is more cumbersome than the type rule form, no easier 
for a user to interpret, and makes algorithms such as type intersection and type 
comparison difficult to express. 
Definition 3.3. A type symbol (Y is defined in a set of type rules T if there exists a 
type rule (Y --+ I E T.2 0 
We assume that each type symbol occurring in T is CL, I$, a base type symbol, or 
defined in T, and that each type symbol defined in T has exactly one defining rule 
in T. 
Definition 3.4. Let T be a set of type rules T defining type symbols (Ye,. . , a,,,. 
Then Qr is a definite program consisting of: the definitions of the predicates 
associated with p, 4, and any base types; and the definitions of the predicates 
associated with the type rules defining (~i,. . . , a,. 0 
Example 3.3. If T is the set of type rules {(u -+ 1~~1, P + (nil,p.PH, aT is the 
program 
P(X) + 
(Y(X) + a(x) 
@(nil) +- 
/3(-%.x2) + 4x1) AP(Xz)* 17 
In the light of Definition 3.4, the type associated with a type symbol (Y in a set 
of type rules T can be naturally defined to be the set of terms occurring as 
arguments to the unary predicate (Y in the least model i&,, of +r. In Example 3.2, 
the type associated with (Y is {a, b} and the type associated with p is 
{treehzil, a, nil), tree(nil, 6, nil), tree(tree(nif, a, nil), a, nil), . . . ). This association can 
be extended to pure type terms as follows. 
Definition 3.5. Let T be a set of type rules. The type associated with the pure type 
term r with respect to T is given by the recursive definition 
i 
{cl if T is the constant c 
T(7) = {h(t) E&} if r is the type symbol a! 
If0 ,,..., t,)ltiET(Ti),lsisn} if r is f(T1 ,..., Tn). 
Types that can be described by T(T), where T is a set of type rules and 7 is a pure 
type term, are regular. Cl 
2 Throughout this paper, the expression a -+ r E T is equivalent o (a + l? E T. 
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Note that, as would be expected, if cy + {it,. . . , T,} is a type rule in a set of type 
rules T, then T(a) = T(T~) U -.* U T(T,). 
For brevity, where set operations are applied to a pure type term r, the intended 
meaning is that the operations are applied to the type T(T), where r is defined by a 
set of type rules T. 
Example 3.4. Let T be the set of type rules 
Then T(a) = {a}, T( /3> = {a, b}, and T(y) = 11, so that 
T( 8) = {nil, a.nil, a.a.nil,. . .} and 
T(f( P,P>) ={f(a,a),f(a,b),f(b,a),f(b,b)} arebothregulartypes. 17 
Example 3.5. The sets {f”g”(a)ln = 0,1,2,. . .) and {f”(a)ln = m2, m = 0,1,2,. . .) 
are types but are not regular types. q 
It is also possible to define parametric types, for example by a parametric type 
rule S(u) + (nil, v.~(v)), so that, for example, a((~) would be a set of lists of type 
(Y. While the algorithms developed in this paper can be applied to parametric 
types, for clarity algorithms are expressed in terms of regular types. Parametric 
types are discussed in Section 8. 
4. OPERATIONS ON REGULAR TYPES 
This section describes three algorithms for the manipulation of regular types. The 
first determines whether a type is empty. The second computes the intersection of 
two types. The third determines whether one type is a subset of another. Algo- 
rithms to perform these tasks on regular grammars are well known, but it seems 
that corresponding algorithms on regular tree grammars have not previously been 
specified, except via approximations of regular tree grammars by regular grammars 
[ll, 16, 181. 
4.1. Emptiness of Regular Types 
It is often useful to be able to detect empty trees, that is, types denoting an empty 
set. The following proposition is used as a basis for an algorithm which determines 
whether a type defined by a set of type rules is empty. 
Proposition 4.1. A type corresponding to a pure type defined by a set of type rules T is 
empty if either of the following conditions hold. 
(1) T( (w) = { } if and only if for all w E I, where CY -+ I E T (hence ff is not a 
base type), the condition T(o) = { 1 holds. 
(2) T(~(T,, . . . , r,))={}ifandonlyif T(~,)={}forsomei,wherel<i<n. 
PROOF. The result follows from Definition 3.5. 0 
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An algorithm for testing whether a type r defined by a set of type rules T is 
empty is now presented. Informally, this algorithm works by mimicking evaluation 
of T(T), looking for a term without type symbols. If no such term can be found, the 
type is empty. The test for emptiness of a pure type term r with respect to a set of 
type rules T is written em&~, T). 
Emptiness Algotithm 
INPUT. A pure type term T and a set T of type rules defining 7. 
OUTPUT. A Boolean value (true if the type corresponding to r is empty and false 
otherwise). 
METHOD. The algorithm is defined by the following recursive function. A set E 
of previously considered type symbols is used to ensure termination. Where several 
alternatives apply, the first is used. 
empty(r,T) =empty(r,T,{ 1) 
true ifrEEorr=+ 
empty(T,T,E) = 
(Vw~r)empty(w,T,EU(~}) if T-~ET 
(3i 1 liln)empty(Ti,T,E) if 3-=f(T1,...,7,) 
false otherwise. 0 
Theorem 4.1. Let r be a pure type term and T a set of type rules. Then emptycr, T) 
terminates, returning true if and only if T(r I= ( 1. 
PROOF. empty(T, T) terminates as the pair (E, T) decreases lexicographically in 
each recursive call, where ,!? is the finite set of type symbols not in E. The result 
then follows by a structural induction using Proposition 4.1. q 
Example 4.1. Clearly T( f ( . . . , c$, . . .)) = (1. Consider the set of type rules 
T= {a+ { P,f(r)},P+ (g(+v- {+ 
Then 
Aempty(f(y),T,(aI) since (Y+ (P,f(y)} ET 
=empty(g(a),T,Ia,B)) since P+ {g(a)} ET 
Aempty(y,T,IaI) and y is the subterm of f(y) 
=empfy(a,T,(a,PJ) since (Y is the subterm of g( a) 
Aemp@(a,T,{a,yj) andy-+(ar} ET 
= true since (YE{(Y,~) and LXE{‘Y,~). 
The types p and y are also empty, by similar reasoning. •I 
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Sets of type rules can be simplified by removing type terms that identify empty 
types. If (Y + {TV,. . . , TV,. . . , 7,) E T and T(T~) = {I, the rule for a can be replaced 
by the new rule LY+ {rl ,..., ~~_r,~~+r ,..., 7,). If T(a) = (}, where (Y is a type 
symbol in T, the type rule for (Y can be removed from T if all occurrences of (Y are 
replaced by 4. Unfolding can also be used to simplify rules; for example, type rules 
of the form (Y -+ (T) E T, where T(a) # { } (and therefore (Y --, {T} is not recursive), 
can be deleted from T if all occurrences of (Y are replaced by T. The validity of 
these simplifications is readily demonstrated by Proposition 4.1 and the definition 
of T. Such sets of type rules are known as simplified. 
4.2. Intersection of Regular Types 
Regular types are expressed in terms of set union (in the bodies of type rules) and 
functional composition (within pure type terms). The following proposition restates 
set properties for intersection of regular types and is used below as the basis of an 
intersection algorithm. 
Proposition 4.2. Let T be a set of type rules. Then the following properties hold. 
(1) T(~(T~,...,T,))~) T(f(o,,...,w,)) is the set of terms 
{f(t l,...,t,)ltiET(?-i)nT(wi),wherelSiIn} 
(2) Let a, + rl E T and (Ye + r, E T be type rules defining cyi and cr2. 
ThenT(a,) fl T(a2) = u ( u w+ w7?4 
TIErI 72sr2 
PROOF. These properties follow from set theory and Definition 3.5. 0 
The algorithm for determining the intersection of types is based on the above 
proposition and is defined in two parts, the intersection of two pure type terms, 
written as intersection(T,, TV, T), and the cross-product intersection of two sets of 
pure type terms, written as cpi(r,, r,, T). 
Intersection Algorithm 
INPUT. Two pure type terms TV and 72 to be intersected and a set T of type 
rules defining T, and TV. 
OUTPUT. A tuple (TV, Tf), where T, is a pure type term defined by the set Tr of 
type rules and T c Tr. 
METHOD. The algorithm is defined by the following recursive function. A set Z 
of triples ( o,, w2, (Y), where the type symbol Q (defined in T,) represents the 
intersection of the pure type terms or and w2 is used to ensure termination. 
Where several alternatives apply, the first is used. 
intersection( TV, TV, T) = intersection( T1, TV, T, { ) ) 
intersection( TV, T*, T, I) = 
1. TV and 72 are identical. Return (TV, T). 
2. One Of TV and 72 iS p. If T, iS p, return (TV, T), otherwise retUrn CT,, T). 
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3. One of 7, and r2 is a base type symbol and the other is a constant. Suppose 
7, is the base type symbol; if T* E 7, return (r2, T), otherwise return (4, T) 
(conversely if r2 is the base type symbol). 
4. At least one of pi and r2 is a type symbol defined in T. 
If there exists (Y such that (T,, r2, o > E I, return ((u, T). 
Otherwise: if T, is defined in T, then let I1 be such that T, + rl E T, else let 
Ii = (rl}. Determine I, similarly for T*. 
Let (r’,T’)=cpi(r,,r,,T,zu(( TV,T*, a))), where (Y is a new type symbol. 
Return (a,T’ U {a - r)). 
5. 7, is f(7:, . . . , 7:) and TV is f(~f,..., T:). Then for each argument o 71 and 
TV, let ($, T> = intersection(Tj,~f,T, I). Return (f(~f,. . ., 7,&T, U *** U Tk). 
6. Otherwise, return (4, T). 0 
Cross-Product Intersection Algorithm 
INPUT. Two sets of pure type terms I,, I, to be intersected, a set T of type rules 
defining the terms in Ii and I,, and a set Z of triples as for the intersection 
algorithm. 
OUTPUT. A tuple (I,, Tf), where Ir is a set of pure type terms each of which is 




for each 7i E rl and wj E r, do 
let ( Y, T’) = intersection(Ti, wj, Zj, Z); 
Ir:=I+J{V};Tf:=T,UT’; 
return ( rr, T,); 0 
Example 4.2. Consider the predicates odd with type cr and even with type p, with 
the set of type rules T = {a + {s(O), s(s( (Y )I), /I + (0, s(s( p>))). Given the goal 
* odd(x), even(x), a reasonable inferred type for n is y, the intersection of a and 
/3, defined by y + (s(s(y))). Now, empry(y, T) is true, so that T(y) = (1, and the 
goal is not well typed. KI 
Example 4.3. Consider evaluation of intersectiont P, f( CL), T, I) where T = I P + 
(a, f( p))) and Z = ( ). This is evaluated by step (41 of the intersection algorithm. 
There is no (Y such that ( p, f( ~1, (Y > E I, so a new type symbol (Y is chosen and 
cpi((a,f(p)),(f(~L)),T,Z’) is evaluated, where I’ =((P,~(PL),(Y)). 
This involves two intersection operations: 
intersection(a, f( pu), T, I’), which returns (4, T) by step (6); 
intersectionc f ( p 1, f ( CL), T, I’) = ( f ( P 1, !T.) b_-Stepi (5) since, by step (21, 
intersectionc p, CL, T, I’) = ( fi, T). 
Hence +({a, f( PI), {f( PN, T, Z’) = (14, f( P)), TX 
Theresult ((~,T’)isreturned,whereT’=Ip~(a,f(P)),(~--,(~,f(B)~). 0 
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Note that, as discussed in Section 4.1, the empty type $ can be discarded from 
the rule for (Y without change to T(a). 
Example 4.4. Consider the evaluation of interse&& (Y, p, T, ( }), where 
T={a+(nil,f(a’, ~)},P’{nil,f(P’,P)},a’--+{a,c},p’~{b,c)}. 
This will result in the evaluation of the cross-product intersection 
cpi({niZ, f< (Y ‘) (~)},{~~il,f(~:‘,(~)),T,{Z}),where Z={(a,P,r)}. 
The subintersections are 
intersection(ni1, nil, T, I), which returns (nil, T); 
intersectionkl, f< p ‘, p )) and intersection(f( (Y ‘, a), nil), which return (4, T) im- 
mediately; 
intersection(f( (Y’, cu), f( p’, p), T, Z): intersectioma’, /3’, T, I) returns (y’, T’), 
where T’ = T U (y ’ -+ {c}}; intersectiom (Y, p, T, I) is evaluated by step (4) of 
the intersection algorithm; since ( (Y, /3,r> E Z’,(y, T) is returned. 
Cross-product intersection will return ({nil, f(-y’, y)}, T’). 
Finally (y, T”) is returned, where T” = T’ U (y -+ {nil, f(r’, ~1)). 0 
Proposition 4.3. Let r1 and r2 be pure type terms defined by a set of type rules T. Zf 
intersection TV, T) = (rf, Tf), then rZ is a pure type term defined by the set of type 
rules Tt. 
PROOF. 7 in the tuple (7, T’) returned by each step in the algorithm is demonstra- 
bly a pure type term. Type rules are only added at step (41, where they are clearly 
of the right form since the body of the added type rules is a set of terms as 
generated by cross-product intersection, which uses intersection to generate these 
terms. New type symbols are introduced at step (4) only, where a type rule defining 
the new symbol is always introduced. q 
It is obviously desirable that the output from the intersection algorithm repre- 
sents the intersection of the sets represented by the input. 
Theorem 4.2. Let 7, and r2 be pure type terms defined by a set of type rules T. Then 
intersection (r,, r2, T) terminates and the returned value (rf, TZ) satisfies Tf(rf) = 
T(rl) n T(rJ 
PROOF. The only recursive calls are in steps (4) and (5). Step (5) decomposes its 
argument and hence cannot cause an infinite derivation. Step (4) checks that the 
terms being intersected have not been intersected already before proceeding. Since 
only subterms of the input terms and subterms of terms in the bodies of type rules 
are considered, the algorithm must terminate. 
Steps (1) to (5) correspond to the only possible intersections that are not empty. 
It is trivially true that the result holds for steps (11, (21, (3) and (6). Step (4) is based 
on cross-product intersection, the validity of which is given by part (2) of Proposi- 
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tion 4.2. The validity of step (5) follows from part (1) of Proposition 4.2. Hence, by 
case analysis and introduction, the result holds. 0 
4.3. Comparison of Regular Types 
If a term is well typed, it must be associated with a type that is a subset of its 
declared type. Thus, to determine well-typedness it is necessary to compare types. 
This section considers the problem of determining whether type r1 is a subset of 
type r2. The following proposition restates set properties for comparison of regular 
types and is used below as the basis of a type comparison algorithm. 
Proposition 4.4. Let T be a set of type rules. Then the following properties hold: 
1. Let r be a pure type term and let the type rule (Y + I E T define cr. Then 
T(a) c T(T) if and only if for all w E I, the condition T(q) c T(T) holds. 
2. Let r,, r2 and T; be pure type terms, such that T(T~) n (T(T~)\ T(Q-;)) = (1 
and T(T;) c T(T~). Then T(T~ 1 c T(T*) if and only if T(T~ 1 G T(T;). 
PROOF. These properties follow from set theory and Definition 3.5. 0 
Example 4.5. Let T = { CY + If(l>, f( (Y >I, p + (17 ~1, g( ~111. Then by Proposition 
4.4(l), T( CY) c T( p 1 if and only if T(f(l)) G T( /3) and T(f(cz)) c T( p>. 
Now, T( p )\ T(f( IL)) = T(g( ~1) and T(f(l)) n T(g( ~1) = 11, so that by Prop- 
osition 4.4(2), T(f(1)) c T( 0) if and only if T(f(l)) G T(f( ~1). Thus (Y is a subset 
of& q 
Note that the assertion T(f(l)) n T(g( ~1) = {I can be demonstrated by exami- 
nation of top-level functions. H can be partitioned into two sets, a set of constants 
and a set of terms with top-level functions, where the first of these can be 
partitioned into base types, and the second can be partitioned on the basis of 
top-level function. Thus types can be partitioned into a discriminated union of 
subtypes. When comparing a pure type term with a type, it is only necessary to 
consider the partition of the type that has the same top-level function as the pure 
type term. Note that to extract a particular partition from a set of pure type terms 
I, I must be expanded such that any type symbol a that is a member of I is 
replaced by the elements of the body of the type rule for cy in T until each 
member of I has a top-level function. For this process to terminate, T should be 
simplified as discussed in Section 4.1. 
Pure type terms can be represented as trees whose internal nodes are functions, 
children are subterms, and leaves are constant or type symbols. Comparing types 
involves comparison of pure type terms, done here via preorder traversal of trees 
representing the terms. Since this traversal need only continue while nodes in the 
trees are equal, these trees can be represented as sequences of subterms. When 
the first terms of each sequence have been successfully compared, subsequent 
terms can be considered. The implicit type union in the body of a type rule is 
represented by using a set of such sequences, hence determination of whether 
T(T~) c T(T~) becomes comparison of a sequence of length n, representing T,, with 
a set of sequences of length n, representing T*. Thus, if r, is a subset of T*, the set 
of sequences representing T* must contain a sequence which subsumes the 
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sequence representing TV. The following definitions are used to manipulate 
sequences. 
Definition 4.1. Let in denote an n-ary sequence [rl,. . . , T,] of pure type terms and 
P denote a set of n-ary sequences of pure type terms, where n 2 1. Then head, 
tail and ‘ + ’ (concatenation) are defined as follows. 
head([) =T 1; tuil( [) = [T2,...,7,] 
head(*) = {he&( l)llE*}; tad(*) = (tuil( [)IlE*} 
b I)...) T,]+[w* ,..., qJ=[T ,,..., Tn,W1 ,..., WJ. 0 
Lkfinition 4.2. A function for expanding sets of sequences in the manner described 
above is defined as follows. Input are a set of sequences and a set of type rules; 
output is a set of sequences. 
apund( q, T) = ( C I 5 E 1I’ and he&( 5 ) is not a type symbol defined in T} 
u{5’ISE~andheud(t)~TETand 
~‘Eapund({[~]+tuil(~)l~E~},T)}. 0 
Example 4.6. Let K be a type symbol denoting the base type constant, T = (a + 
{nil,~.aH and +={[K ,... ],[a ,... ],[a ,... ],[a.~ ,... I}. 
Then, 
apund(cC,,T)={[~ ,... ],[nil,... ],[/.~.a ,... ],[a ,... ],[a.~ ,... I}. 0 
Definition 4.3. An algorithm for partitioning expanded sets of sequences is defined 
by the following recursive function. Input are a set of sequences and a set of type 
rules; output is a set of sequences. Where several alternatives apply, the first is 
used. 
purtition( T, $) 
‘{tuil( t)llE JI and heud( 5) is p} if r=p 
(tuil( [)I56 q% and he&( 5) is p,~ 
or 7’s basetype] if 7 is a constant 
( tuif( ,f ) I 5 E 1+3 and he&( 5 ) is I_L or T} if T is a base type symbol 
=( {t’+tuil([)l[E#and 
((head(t) is Fand I’ is [ p,...,p] 
of length k) or 
(heud(l)isf(w,,...,w,)and 5’ 
is [w,,...,~~])) if 7=f(T1,...,Tk). 0 
Example 4.7. Let I,!J, K and T be as Example 4.6. Then, 
purtition(K,expund(+,T)) ={[K ,... ],[nd ,... ],[a ,... ]) 
and 
purtition(u.b,apund(Ji,T)) ={[/.~.a ,... ],[a.~ ,... I}. q 
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The algorithm for comparing types uses Proposition 4.4 and the functions 
defined in Definitions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. Comparison is written as compare(~~, G-~, T). 
Compation Algorithm 
INPUT. An n-ary sequence [ and a set of n-ary sequences I,+ to be compared and 
a simplified set T of type rules defining the pure type terms in 5 and 1,9. 
OUTPUT. A Boolean value (true if the type represented by 5 is a subset of the 
type represented by $, and fake otherwise). 
METHOD. The algorithm is defined by the following recursive function. A set C 
of pairs ( cy, I>, where the type symbol (Y and the set I of pure type terms have 
already been compared, is used to ensure termination. Where several alternatives 
apply, the first is used. 
compare(r1,r2,T) =compa~e([~1],{[~2]},T,{}) 
compare( 5, JI,T,C) 
T= 
(false if $ is an empty set 
true if 5 is an empty sequence 
compare( tail ( 5 ) , tail ( I,%) , T, C) if(head([),head(+))EC 
(Vf.uEr)compare([w]+tail(~), 
+,T,CU{(head(l),head(+))}) ifhead([)+rET 
compare([ w,,..., wk] + taif( l), 
partition( he&( t ) , 
expan+hT)),T,C) if head( c) =f(q,....,uk) 
compare( tail( 5 ) , partition( head( 5 ) , 
I expaWhT))J,C) otherwise.3 q 
Example 4.8. Let K be a type symbol denoting the base type constant. Consider the 
comparison compare(cr, 8, T), where T = {(Y --) {nil, f(a, (Y)))), P + {nil, f(K, /?>I; (Y 
can be considered to represent a list of even length of a’s and /3 to represent a list 
of constants. The first step is 
compare([olJ[ Pl)JJ )) 
since head( c ) is a type symbol defined in T. Now partition(nil, expand{[ /3 I), T)) = 
{[II, so that 
compa~e([~~~l,{[~lj,~,((~,(~)>)) 
=compa~e([ni~l,{[]j,T,{(a,{ P))}) by partition 
=compare([],([]),T,{(ar,(p})}) he&( 5 ) is a constant 
=true t is an empty sequence. 
3 In this alternative, head( [ ) must be either g, a constant or a base type symbol. 
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Also, partition(f(a, f< u, a)>, eqmd({[ P I), TN = ([ K, P 11, so that 
compare( [ f( 6 f( ~~4>17{[ PlLTa4 PI))) 
=COm,u~~([f(uf(u,~>>],{[K,~1},T,{(~~{~})}) 
= compure( [ a $( u,a)],{[K,PI),T,{(a,{P}))) 
=covare([f(a,~)l,{[ PIJ7TyI(~yI PI))) 
=C~~~U~e([f(U,~)],([K,~l),~,{(~,{~)))) 
=c,,,ure([u,,],{[K,pl},T,I(a,(p}))) 
=coqm([al,{[ PI),T,((a,{ PI)]) 
= true 
Hence, T(cx) E T( /3). q 
by partition 
head(l) =f(uf(u,a)) 
heud( 5 ) is a constant 
by partition 
heud(5) =f(u,a) 
heud( 5 ) is a constant 
(heud( < ) ,heud( I/J) > E C. 
Theorem 4.3. Let T, and r2 be pure type terms dejined by a set of type rules T. 
compurecr,, r2, T) terminates, returning true ifund only if T(Q-,) G T(r2). 
PROOF. All recursive calls either decompose their arguments or add the terms 
being compared to the set of pairs of compared terms. Since each ( a, I’) pair is 
only considered once, and only subterms of the input terms and subterms of terms 
in the bodies of type rules occur in any ( (Y, I’> in C, the algorithm must terminate. 
The last three cases of the comparison algorithm are based on Proposition 4.4, 
while the first two are trivial. The theorem then depends on the use of the set C. 
Since the comparison algorithm compares terms by constructing an AND-tree of 
comparisons of subterms, branches representing duplicate comparisons can be 
eliminated. That is, if, as part of the tree constructed in evaluation of 
compure([T ,... l,([o, ,... I ,..., [wk ,... l),T ,...) a call of the same form occurs as a 
subcomparison, a false comparison could only come from a separate branch of the 
AND-tree. Therefore, the branch corresponding to second call of the same form 
can be ignored. Hence, by case analysis and induction the result holds. 0 
Throughout the rest of this paper, the expression Q-C w is used to denote 
T(T) c T(w) in any context where the set of type rules T is unambiguous. 
5. UNIFICATION OF TYPE TERMS 
Underpinning the concept of “types of a program” is an association between each 
entity in a program and a type. For example, if a predicate has a declared type, 
then for each clause of the predicate, each term in the head of the clause has an 
associated type and, by extension, every variable in each term has a type. One 
approach to treating this association formally is to allow unification of type terms; 
recall that a type term may contain both variables and type symbols. A type 
unification algorithm should subsume the intersection algorithm, so that, for 
example, when variables associated with different types are unified, intersection of 
those types is determined. It should also subsume standard unification, for similar 
reasons. The type unification algorithm described here has these properties. 
It is convenient to assume that type terms have a partial ordering, in which 
variables are totally ordered and are less than any other type term. As stated 
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earlier, a type term can be regarded as a type in the context of a mapping between 
variables and types. Such a mapping is described in the following definition. 
Definition 5.1. A type binding for a variable x is an association x/w, where w is a 
type term and x < o. A type substitution S is a finite set of type bindings with at 
most one binding for any variable, for which there is no sequence of variables 
Xl,..., x, (where n > 1, x, =x,1 such that for all i (where 1 < i < n), the variable 
xi occurs in wi+ i, where xi/oi E S. 0 
A type substitution is analogous to a substitution is standard unification. A type 
binding can bind a variable x to a variable y if x <y. A type substitution is empty 
for a pure type term. If a type substitution contains no binding for a variable x, it 
can be considered to contain the binding X/F. A type term r, in the context of a 
type substitution S and a set T of type rules, can be regarded as a type. The final 
condition in the definition of a type substitution ensures that circularities do not 
exist in the mapping defined by S from variables to types. Note that in standard 
unification, once a variable is bound to a ground term, that binding does not 
change; attempts to unify that variable with an incompatible term causes unifica- 
tion to fail. In type unification, once a variable is bound to a type, the binding may 
be modified (possibly to the empty type); the asymmetry of type substitutions, 
based on the above ordering of variables, ensures that modification of a binding is 
propagated to all variables sharing that binding. 
The following definition identifies the type corresponding to a type term. 
Definition 5.2. Let T be a type term with type substitution S. Then S(T) is the pure 
type term derived by repeatedly replacing the least variable x in T by the type 
term o, where x/o E S, until r is a pure type term. q 
The process of determining S(T) for any T and S will terminate because S 
contains no circularities. A condition analogous to the occur check in logical 
unification must be applied in the type unification algorithm to ensure that 
circularities are not generated. For brevity, where set operations are applied to a 
type term T, the intended meaning is that they are applied to T(S(T)). 
Unification of two type terms T, and T* with respect to a set of type rules T and 
a type substitution S is written as uniJL(T1, TV, T, 8). 
Unification Algorithm 
INPUT. Two type terms TV and TV to be unified, a type substitution S for the 
variables in To and To, and a set T of type rules defining S(T~) and S(T& 
OUTPUT. A triple (TV, Tf, S,>, where To is a type term, ,!$ a type substitution for 
the variables in TV and r2, and Tf a set of type rules definmg S/(T~), where T c Tf. 
METHOD. The algorithm is defined by the following recursive function. Where 
several alternatives apply, the first is used. 
unifi(T,, TV, T, s) = 
1. TV and TV are identical. Return (TV, T, s). 
2. One of TV and T* is p. If TV is CL, return (T~,T, S), otherwise return 
(r,, T, s). 
3. At least one of TV and T* iS a variable. If TV < TV then the association TJW 
is in S. If TV occurs in T*, return (4, T, S), otherwise let (w’, Tf, S’) = 
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unify( co, TV, T, S). 4 Replace rr/w in S’ by TJW’ giving Sr, and return 
(r,, Tf, S,>. (Conversely if r1 < TV.) 
4. Both or and T* are either type symbols or constants. Let (T!, Tf) = 
intersection(T,, To, T). Return (q, Tf, S). 
5. One of To and T* is a type symbol defined in T. Suppose T, is a type symbol 
defined in T, then r1 + I E T and TV will have top-level n-ary function f. 
Let (T’,T’) = cpi({f(p,. . . , p)}, r, T,{ 1). Each w E I’ is of the form 
f(w I,..., WJ. Let 
T”=T’U{a,+{o,~f( . . . . to, ,... )~I-‘)ll<k<n}, 
where each (Ye is a new type symbol. Let (TV, Tf, S,> = unifl(T2, f< aI,. . . , a,,), 
T”, S) and return (TV, Tf, Sr>. (Conversely if T* is a type symbol defined in 
T). 
6. T1 is f(T;,..., T:) and T* is f(Tf , . . . ,T:). Let T,, = T and S, = S. Then for 
each ~~gUt’BMIt o it and TV, let (~if, I;:, Si) = Unifl(T~, Tf, T_ 1, Si_ 1). Return 
(f(Tif,. . . , T,o, Tk, S,). 
7. Otherwise, return (4, T, 9. 0 
Exumpfe 5.1. Consider the evaluation of unify( fh, y>, f(y, z), T, S>, where w <x < 
Y<Z, 
T= b+ kWW4) 
and 
S={~/cL,~/g(~),Y/cL,z/~}. 
Initially, step (6) of the unification algorithm is invoked. 
unifi(x,Y, T, S) is evaluated with two invocations of step (3), giving k T’, S’), 
where T’ = T U { p + { EL)} and S’ = {w/P, x/Y, Y/g(W), Z/@). 
unifr(yt Z, T’, S’) is also evaluated with two invocations of step (3). The first 
invocation is uniJL(g(w), CK, T’, S’), which is evaluated with step (5). cpi({g( P)}, 
(g(a), hbd), T’, 0) is evaluated giving ((g(u)), T’). Next, uni&(g(w), g(Y), T”, S’) 
is evaluated, where T” = T’ U {y + (a)), giving (g(w), T”‘, S” ), where T”’ = T” U 
(7’ + {a)} and S” = {w/y’, x/y, y/g(w), z/a). 
Finally, the tuple f(x, y), T”‘, S”‘) is returned, where S”’ = (w/y’, x/y, y/z, 
z/g(w)). 0 
Example 5.1 illustrates that step (5) of the unification algorithm can generate 
type rules that are not referenced by the type term resulting from the unification. It 
is simple to identify and remove such type rules. 
Proposition 5.1. Let T, and To be type terms, S be a type substitution for the variables 
in T, and T*, and T be a set of type rules defining S(T,) and S(TJ If unifi(T,, TV, 
T, S) returns (T,, Tf, Sr> then T, is a type term, S, is a type substitution for the 
variables in TV and TV, and Tf is a set of type rules’dejining S&T~), where T C Tr. 
4 7,/w will occur in S’ (that is, the type binding for 7, will not change) since S contains no 
circularities and 7, does not occur in TV. 
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PROOF. T in the tuple (7, T’,S’) returned by each step in the algorithm is 
demonstrably a type term. Type rules are only added by calls to intersection 
and at step (51, where they are clearly of the right form since the body of the 
added type rules is a set of terms as generated by cross-product intersection, 
which uses intersection to generate the elements of the set. The occur check in 
step (3), that pi does not occur in TV, guarantees that generated substitutions are 
circularity-free. 0 
Theorem 5.1. Let 7, and r2 be type terms, S a substitution for the variables in r, and 
r2, and T a set of type rules defining S(T,) and S(r2). Then, unifi(r,, r2, T, S) 
terminates, and the returned value (TV, Tf, Sr> satisfies T&Sf(qTj)) = T(S(T~)) n 
T(S(T~)). 
PROOF. The only recursive calls are in steps (31, (5) and (6). The recursive call in 
step (3) cannot cause an infinite derivation unless there is a circularity in S. Step 
(6) decomposes its arguments and hence cannot cause an infinite derivation. The 
recursive call in step (5) always involves complex type terms with a top-level 
function and therefore invokes step (6). Hence the algorithm must terminate. 
Steps (1) to (6) correspond to the only possible type unifications that are not 
empty. It is trivially true for steps cl), (21, (4) and (71 that the theorem holds. As 
stated earlier, the result for step (5) depends on the result for step (6); that the 
result holds for steps (3), (51 and (6) can be seen by inspection. Hence, by case 
analysis and induction the theorem holds. 0 
Examination of the type unification algorithm demonstrates that type unification 
of logical terms 7, and r2 is similar to standard unification of TV and r2, since the 
resulting type substitution can be modified to give an mgu of t, and t,. However, 
where logical unification would fail, type unification returns the empty type. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we assume that a type substitution has 
an associated set of type rules. Sets of type rules are only explicitly referred to 
where ambiguity would otherwise exists. 
6. TYPE DEPENDENCIES 
The algorithms described so far could underlie many styles of type analysis. For 
example, type checking might be implemented using type unification. Type inter- 
section, comparison, unification and so on are reasonably general tools of type 
analysis. This section and Section 7 show how these tools can be used to transform 
a definite program with type declarations into a program with in-built type checks 
and the same (well-typed) success et, and with the cost of type checking being kept 
small. Section 7 is concerned with the transformation itself, based on the type 
relationships between variables that are determined by the algorithms described in 
this section. These algorithms, while determining type relationships, also identify 
some of those clauses that cannot take part in a well-typed refutation. 
It is trite to observe that variables in a program are interdependent. As variables 
share and propagate bindings, so do they share and propagate types. If declared 
types and hence the notion of well-typedness are considered, well-typedness can 
also be shared and propagated, or violated if a type error is made. One method of 
analysing such relationships is that of dependency analysis. Dart introduced a style 
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of dependency analysis [4] that we apply to the derivation of type dependencies, 
which are used during program transformation. Section 6.1 summarises the rele- 
vant results of [4], which are applied to type dependencies in Section 6.2. 
6.1. Dependency Sets 
Dependency formulae, as described in Section 3 of [4], are a syntactically restricted 
subclass of propositional formulae. For the purposes of expressing algorithms that 
operate on type dependencies, it is more convenient to express dependency 
formulae as sets. 
Dejinition (adapted from Definition 3.1 of (41). Let R be the set of propostions 
k i,“., g,). Then, (A g, E R\(g;)&) + gi is a dependency on R and a set of 
dependencies on R is a dependency set on R. KI 
The letter F is used to denote a dependency set and F is used to denote a set of 
dependency sets. As the above definition implies, left hand sides of dependencies 
do not contain duplicate propositions, so that for a finite set of propositions there 
are only a finite number of possible dependencies. It is assumed that duplicate 
propositions in the body of a dependency are discarded, should they be introduced. 
Example 6.1. The following are dependency sets. 
M+gAIg, +gz&~gJJ(& A&) -)g,,(g, A&) %J. 0 
Informally, when dependency sets are used to describe type dependencies for a 
predicate p, a proposition gi being true means that the ith argument of p is well 
typed. Hence, a type dependency C + gi can be read as “if C is true (that is, for 
each gj occurring in C, the jth argument of p is well typed), then gi is true (that 
is, the ith argument of p is well typed).” This is formalised in Section 6.2. 
Dependency sets can be partially ordered by writing F 5 F’ if for each C -+ g E F 
there exists some C’ +g E F’ such that (C’ -+g) + (C --+g) is a tautology. Sets of 
dependency sets on a finite set of propositions thus form a finite lattice. 
It is also necessary to describe operations that can be applied to dependency 
sets; these are given by the following definitions. These operators are used in 
Section 6.2 to buildup an algorithm for generating type dependencies for a 
program. Both of the operators are closed, so that they produce dependency sets if 
they have dependency sets as input. The first is a restricted disjunction operator. 
Definition (adaptedfrom Definition 3.5 of [4]). Let F be a dependency set on a set 
of propositions R and F’ be a dependency set on a set of propositions R’. Then 
F i/ F’, the disjunction of F and F’, is the dependency set on R U R’, 
{(CAC’) +glC+gEFandC’+gEF’} 0 
Example 6.2. The expression {g, -+g,, g, -+g3f i/{g2 +g,, g, +g4) is {g, A g2 -+ 
gJ. 0 
Given a dependency set for each clause in the definition of a predicate, the 
disjunction operator derives a dependency set for the whole definition. The derived 
dependency set contains only those dependencies that occur in each of the original 
sets. 
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A proposition g, can be excluded from a dependency set as follows. Dependen- 
cies not involving g, are not changed. Dependencies with g, in the head are 
discarded; dependencies with g, in the body are modified to take into account the 
discarded dependencies. The resulting dependency set does not contain gk. 
Definition (adapted from Definition 3.6 of [4]). Let F be a dependency set on a set 
of propositions R. Then, F/g,, F excludingg,, is the dependency set on R \ (gk} 
( 
A g+giI A g~giEFandgi#gkandgk~Ri 
geR, gcR, i 
U 
i 
A g-g;1 /j g+giEFandgi#gkandgkERiand 
geR,uR,\(g,) &?ER, 
A g+gkEFand g,eR, 
&TSR, i 
If R’=(gi,,..., 
( *** (F\g,,)\gi* 
gi,} is a set of propositions, then F\R’ is the dependency set 
***)\gik on R\R’. •I 
Example 6.3. Let F be Ig2 Ag3 +gl,g4 +g2,g4 +g3,gl -+g4}. Then, F\g, is 
{g4+g2,g4+g3j u 
{ 
g R ?R,,Cgi+gd) ,where& is{g~,gJ andRJs{g~} 
6 1 
= b, -)g,,g, +i?,,g, A&f3 A41 0 
The exclusion operator is used to derive dependencies for variables in the head of 
a clause given dependencies for each variable in the clause. The dependency set 
F\R’ is independent of the order in which the component exclusion operations 
are applied. 
6.2. Derivation of Type Dependencies 
This section shows how type dependency sets are derived for typed definite 
programs. The derivation proceeds bottom-up, so that type dependency sets are 
determined for each predicate called by a clause before type dependencies are 
determined for that clause. If some calls in a clause are recursive, type dependen- 
cies are determined by iteration to a fixpoint. The simplest case, deriving type 
dependencies for a nonrecursive clause, is given first. This is extended to deriving 
type dependencies for recursively defined predicates using an approach similar to 
that of Dart, in which groundness formulae for recursively defined predicates are 
derived [4]. In this section, the only assumption made about the class of types is 
that algorithms for unification and comparison are known; as shown in Sections 4 
and 5, there are algorithms for unification and comparison of regular types. 
A type dependency set for a predicate p in a typed program P describes the 
relationship between the arguments of p in terms of well-typedness. A type 
dependency for p represents the assertion that, for any atom of p that is a logical 
consequence of P, if certain arguments of that atom are well typed, then another 
given argument of that atom is well typed. The following definition states this 
formally. 
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Definition 6.1. Let P be a typed program, p with type a, x *-a x a,, be a predicate 
in P, and C +gi be a dependency on {g,, . . . , g,). If, for all ground atoms 
P(t 1,. . . , t,) in MP, the condition 
if tj E aj for all gj occurring in C then ti E ai holds, 
then C + gi is a type dependency for p. If F is a dependency set and each 
dependency in F is a type dependency for p, then F is a type dependency set for 
P* cl 
Consider a type dependency C +gi on a predicate p. If C is an empty 
conjunction, the ith argument of p is always well typed. If C is a nonempty 
conjunction, the ith argument is well typed only if certain other arguments are well 
typed. If there is no dependency for the ith argument, that argument may be ill 
typed irrespective of the values of the other arguments. 
Example 6.4. A type dependency set for the usual definition for append, with type 
(Y X a X a (with the set of type rules {(Y -+ {nil, p.a))), is (-+ g,, g, -+ g,, g, -+ g3}, 
so that the first argument is always well typed, and the second argument is well 
typed if and only if the third argument is well typed. 0 
A dependency set can be used to represent type relationships between the 
arguments in the head of a clause. The type dependency set of a predicate is, in 
effect, the intersection of such dependency sets from each clause in its definition. 
The first step in deriving dependencies for a clause is to construct dependencies for 
the atoms in the body of the clause with respect to a type substitution. It is 
assumed that each term t occurring as an argument to a predicate has an 
associated proposition g and declared type 7. We also associate propositions with 
terms in a clause, so that dependencies between terms can be stated. Definitions 
6.2 and 6.3 describe functions that manipulate the types and previously computed 
type dependencies of the atoms in the body of a clause. 
Given a type substitution S and a term t with associated proposition g and 
declared type T, it is useful to determine whether the type for t in S is contained in 
or equal to T. The following function assigns truth values to conjunctions of 
propositions with respect to a type substitution. 
Definition 6.2. A function for assigning truth values to conjunctions of propositions 
is defined as follows, where S is a type substitution and C is a conjunction of 
propositions in which each proposition gi has an associated term ti and type TV. 
( 
true if C is empty 
Es(C) = S( ti) L ri if C is the proposition gi 
UC,) *J%(C,) if C is the conjunction C, A C,. q 
Hence, for a type dependency C +gi, if E,(C) is true, the term corresponding to 
gi is well typed with respect to S. If S contains type information derived from a 
clause and 7i n S(ti> is empty, that type information is contradictory. A well-typed 
form of a clause with contradictory type information cannot succeed. 
Consider a set F of dependency sets, in which each proposition is associated 
with a term, and a type substitution S which associates types with the terms whose 
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propositions occur in F. Assume that each term has a declared type. Then, if a 
dependency in F indicaates that a certain term is well typed (that is, the depend- 
ency is a tautology), its declared type can be unified with its type in S, giving a 
stronger type substitution, and the dependency can be discarded, thus reducing F. 
Definition 6.3. A function, reduce, is defined as follows, where F is a set of 
dependency sets, S is a type substitution and T is a set of type rules. 
reduce(F, T, S) returns a tuple (F’, T’, S’), where F’ is a set of reduced depen- 
dency sets, and T’ and S’ are the appropriately modified T and S respectively. 
reduce(F, T, S> = 
while there exists C +gi E F, where F E F and E,(C) or E,(g,) is true do 
if E,(g,) is false then 
Let (r ‘, T’, S’) = uniJL(Ti, ti, T, S) 
T := T’; S := S’; 
delete all dependencies C’ +gi from F and delete gi throughout F;5 
return (F, T, S). 0 
Example 6.5. Let K be a type symbol denoting the base type constant, S be the 
type substitution (w/b, x/p,y/p, z/p}, and T be the set of type rules ((Y + 
{c, d1, P + Ie, f 1, Y + Is, hll. Let 
F=(FJ,F=(glAg2~g4,g3--tg4,g3Ag4~g5} 
where g, corresponds to the ith argument of the atom p(a, w, x, y, z), which has 
type K x K x (Y X p X y. Thus, the first and second arguments are well typed, and 
from the first dependency in F, the fourth argument is well typed; the only 
unknown is the well-typedness of the third and fifth arguments, so that only the last 
dependency of F is not a tautology. Consider the evaluation of reduce(F, T, S). The 
dependency g, ~g, -fg4 is selected from F because 
4(gI Ag2) =4(g,) A&(& = P(a) CK) * (S(w) CK) 
=trueA({b} CK) =true, 
EJg,) = p c p is false, leading to the evaluation of unifv( P,y, T,S) = (T,S’), 
where S’ = {w/b, x/p, y/p, z/p}. Dependencies on g, are deleted from F, and 
g, is deleted from bodies of dependencies in F, giving F = {g3 --+gJ. EJg,) and 
EJg,) are false, so no more dependencies can be selected. Then, reduce returns 
(F’, T, S”>, where F’ = ({g3 + g,}} and S” = {w/b, .X/P, y//I, z/p]. •I 
The order in which dependencies are chosen from F, or F chosen from F, is not 
important. 
Analysis of a clause is more straightforward if the clause is modified so that only 
variables occur in the head, motivating the following definition [201. 
Dejinition 6.4. The homogeneous form of the clause p(tl, . . . , t,) t- B is 
P(x~,...,x~) +-x1 =t, A **a Ax, =t, AB, 
where the xi are all distinct and do not occur in p(t,, . . . , tn) + B. 0 
‘Since the variable associated with gi is known to be well typed, the dependency set can be 
simplified. 
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Example 6.6. The clause sotiCy, z> +-perm(y, z> A sorted(z) has homogeneous form 
soti(x,,x,)+-x, =y Ax, =zApemt(y,z)Asorted(z). 0 
For a predicate defined by only one (homogeneous) clause, the dependency set 
of type relationships between the arguments in the head of the clause is the type 
dependency set of the predicate. If the predicate is defined by several clauses, the 
type dependency set of the predicate is those dependencies which hold for every 
clause in*the definition, as shown in Theorem 6.1. 
Dependencies for the head a clause can be determined by considering the 
dependencies for each atom in the body of the clause, and the implicit dependen- 
cies in each equality in the body of the clause. If a term occurs as an argument o a 
typed atom, its well-typedness can be determined by comparison with the predicate’s 
declared type, and the term and type can be unified, giving a type to each variable 
in the term. Thus a type can be derived for each variable in the clause. Dependen- 
cies between the variables in the (homogenized) head of the clause can be 
compared with the derived type of each variable, and against the declared type of 
the predicate of which the clause is part. Dependencies which pass the check are 
dependencies of the clause. 
This is formalised in the algorithm below. Inference of dependencies for clauses 
involving recursion will involve repeated application of this algorithm, as discussed 
later, it is assumed for the moment that the clause is not recursive. 
Algorithm for Deriving Dependencies of a Clause 
INPUT. 
K=p(x,,...,x,,) +E AB 
A homogeneous clause, where E is a conjunction of equalities, B a 
conjunction of atoms, and no atom in B is an equality. Propositions are 
associated with each variable in K. The propositions g,, . . . , g, are associ- 
ated with x1,. . . , x,, respectively. 
F F,,,. ,,“‘, 
Type dependency sets for the m atoms in B. Propositions occurring in each 
F, are distinguished from propositions associated with the variables in K 
and from propositions occurring in F,, . . . , Fi_ 1, Fi+ 1,. . . , F,,,. 
OUTPUT. Ffinar, a dependency set on (g,, . . ., g,}. 
METHOD. The algorithm is described by the following steps. 
1. Let Fin,, = IF,, . . . , F,} be the initial set of dependency sets. Let Sinit, the 
initial type substitution, be the result of type unifying t, and t,, for each 
equality t, = t, in E, starting from an empty substitution. Let the depend- 
ency set FE be6 
( 
A g, ‘gilt, = t, is an equality in E and j E W( t2) 
ie W(t,) 1 
u A gj+giltlzt 2 is an equality in E and i E W( t, ) , 
jE I+%,) 
’ These are candidate dependencies that must be tested to see whether, when the left-hand side is 
well typed, the right-hand side is well typed, that is, to see whether they are type dependencies. 
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where IV(t) is the set &lx, is a variable in term t). Let I/= {g,lxi is a local 
variable in Kl, and Fglobal = (U FE F,,,, u IFJ3\ V.’ 
2. Let (F,,T,, S,) = reduce(Finif, T, Sinirh8 
3. Let FFna, be the set of dependencies C +gi in Fgloba,, for which the 
following test succeeds: 
For each gj occurring in C, unify ij and T, successively over S, 
and TB to give Sh and Ti . Let (FA , Ti , Si = reduce( F, , Ti , SL) .9 
Succeed if Es,. ( gi) is true. 0 
Example 6.7. Consider the predicate append with type (Y x cr x CY, where (Y is 
defined by (Y -+ (nil, ~.a). In homogeneous form, the first clause is 
append(x,,x,,x,) +-X, =nilr\x,=yr\x,=y. 
Here, Fglobal is (+g,, g, + g2, g2 -+ gJ, and Sinit = SB = (x,/d, x2/x3, x3/y). 
Es$gl) is true, as T(nil) E T(a), so that the first dependency holds. To test the 
second dependency, z3 and (Y are unified over S,, giving Si = 
(z,/nil, z,/z,, ZJX, X/(Y), in which S:(Q) = (Y, so that the dependency holds. The 
third dependency holds similarly. Thus Ffina, = Fgloba,, so that, for that clause, the 
first argument is always well typed, and the well-typedness of the other arguments 
is interdependent. [3 
Example 6.8. Consider a clause with homogeneous form 
P(X,,X,) +x1 =Yl *x2 =Y2 AC?(Yt,Y,). 
Suppose the predicate p has type (Y X LY and q has type cx X /3, with the set of type 
rules ((Y + (a}, p + (a, b)). The predicate q has derived set of type dependencies 
(gf +gj}, which is the single set of dependencies in FB. Hence Fgloba, = (g, +g2} 
and SB =(x~/Y~,x~/Y~,Y~/~~Y~/~). 
Testing the single dependency in Fgloba, by unifying x, and CY gives SA = 
(xl/y,, x2/y2, ~,/a, y2/plL). Applying reduce(F,, T, SL> gives Si = 
(~,/YI,~z/Y~,YI/~,Yz/~}. But E&2) = P- C (Y is false and the dependency does 
not hold. Thus Ffina, is empty. ~7 
If all possible dependencies on K were enumerated for consideration in step 
(31, the algorithm would still return a subset of the dependencies in Fglobal. This is 
because all relationships between variables are reflected in the type bindings in S, 
and the dependencies in Fgloba,. Hence, if a dependency C +g, does not occur in 
FR,ob,nl then, if for any gj occurring in C, ti and rj are unified over S, to give S;, 
the relationship T(S&,M = T(S,(x,)) will hold. Therefore, only the dependencies 
in Fglobal can be demonstrated to hold by the test in step (3) of the above 
algorithm. 
7F 8 g,nha, is a superset of the-dependencies that are returned by this algorithm. 
S, will have types for all variables that are known to be well typed by the type dependencies on the 
atoms of K. Fs does not contain the dependencies used to identify these variables. Fa, FE, r, and S, 
willpals be used in Section 7. 
Fs is used because only known (that is, not candidate) dependencies are of use. 
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If any variable in Si is associated with the empty type, the clause cannot take 
part in a well-typed refutation, since there is no term with which that variable can 
be unified. Thus one side effect of the above algorithm is detection of some type 
errors. 
Given type dependency sets F,, . . . , Fk generated by the above algorithm for the 
k. clauses of a predicate, the type dependency set for that predicate is F = F, 
V -*a V Fk; a type dependency for an argument occurs in F only if that dependency 
holds in each Fi. 
Theorem 6.1. Let p be an n-at-y predicate defined in a typed program. Given type 
dependencies for each atom in the body of each clause in the definition of p, if 
F 1, . . . , Fk are the dependency sefs generated by the above algorithm for each of the k 
clauses ofp, then F = F, V --a V Fk is a type dependency set for p. 
PROOF. All of the dependencies returned by the algorithm are tested in Step (3); 
this test is a static check that the property given in Definition 6.1 holds. Hence 
each Fi is a dependency set such that, if the ith clause of p were the only clause of 
p, Fi would be the type dependency set of p. That F is a type dependency set for p 
follows from Proposition 3.9 of [4] and Definition 6.1. 0 
Dart describes a method for deriving groundness dependencies for programs 
containing recursive definitions in terms of a method that derives groundness 
dependencies for a predicate, given groundness dependencies for the atoms in the 
bodies of its clauses [4]. The same method can be used for deriving type dependen- 
cies for programs containing recursive definitions. 
Informally, the method for deriving type dependencies for recursive definitions 
is as follows. Initially, every predicate p is assigned the dependency set I + g,ll I i 
in}, where n is the arity of p. These are used as the dependency sets for the 
atoms in the body of each clause when deriving dependencies for a predicate as 
discussed above. The derived type dependencies can then be used to derive new 
type dependencies repeatedly until a fixpoint is reached. It can be demonstrated 
that, at each step, each argument in a dependency depends on at least the 
arguments on which it depended at the previous step (that is, at each step the 
dependencies are weaker than at the previous step), so that the derivation process 
is monotonic. Since dependency sets are nodes in a finite lattice, a least fixpoint 
exists and is reached in a finite number of steps. 
Example 6.9. The homogeneous form of append is 
append(q,q,x,) +x,=nilAx,=yAx,=y 
append(x,,x,,x,) +x1 =y.zl ~x,=z,~x,=y.z,~append(z,,z,,z,). 
Since the first clause has no atoms in its body, the type dependencies derived in the 
first iteration are the same as for later iterations, and is described above. For the 
second clause, the initial set of type dependencies is { + g,, +g,, + g3]. On the 
first iteration, the algorithm derives the same set of dependencies as the initial set. 
These are joined with the set of type dependencies from the first clause to give 
I+g,,g, +g,,g, -&!J 
which after one more iteration is demonstrated to be the fixpoint. 0 
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6.3. Application of Inferred Types 
Predicates tend to enforce a certain structure for their arguments: variables are 
unified with constants or partially ground terms or occur as arguments to other 
predicates which enforce structures. The process of interpreting these enforced 
structures as types is known as type inference, and it is possible to infer types 
defined by regular type rules for untyped and partially typed definite programs [23]. 
Because of the approximations applied, inferred types tend to be supersets of the 
actual types involved. 
Example 6.10. Consider the following program. 
qsorthil, nil) +- 
qsout(x.y,, yz) + 
partition(x,y,, z,, z,) A qsort(z,, z;> A qsort(z,, .z;) A appendcz;, x.z;,y,) 
partition(x, nil, nil, nil) + 
partition(x, y.z, y.z,, z2> +- 
y <x Apartition(x, 2, z,, z,) 
partition(x, y.z, zl, y.z,) * 
y TX ApartitionCx, 2, z,, z,) 
Type inference shows that first argument of partition can be any type, assuming 
that the comparison operator handles any type, and that the second, third and 
fourth arguments of partition are always lists. However, since type inference as 
usually defined does not take advantage of dependencies between arguments of 
predicates, only the first argument of qsort can be shown to be a list. The second 
argument would have the same type as the third argument of append -y2 occurs in 
both places- which does not have a type under conventional type inference. q 
Inferred types can be applied to the generation of type dependencies by noting 
that if an inferred type for an argument of a predicate is a subset of the declared 
type, that argument has the type dependency + g. If the predicate is recursive, this 
knowledge must be considered at each iteration of the determination of the type 
dependencies for the predicate. The inferred types of a predicate may also be 
intersected with the predicate’s declared types, to give a stronger type for the 
predicate for use in determining types and type dependencies for clauses calling 
that predicate. Inferred types can also be used in place of declared types for 
predicates without type declarations. If the declared type contains elements not in 
the inferred type, there may be a programming error, such as omission of a clause 
to handle the “missing” type, or misdeclaration of the type. 
Example 6.11. Continuing Example 6.10, suppose that qsort has type CY X a, 
partition has type p x a X a X a, and append has type (Y X (Y X (Y, where (Y is 
defined by CY + {nil, ~.a). Since type inference demonstrates that partition always 
checks the type of its arguments, every argument of partition has the type 
dependency +g. The first clause of qsort is also well typed. The second clause is 
recursive, so the type dependencies +g, and +g, are initially assumed for the 
arguments of qsort. Analysis then determines that every variable in the clause is 
well typed, so the type dependencies j g, and -+ g, are derived for the arguments 
of qsort. Hence, qsort always completely checks that its arguments are of the 
correct type. Cl 
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7. WELL-TYPED FORMS OF LOGIC PROGRAMS 
It is straightforward to transform a typed program into a program which checks its 
types at run-time, by simply adding type checks to each clause, but the resulting 
program would in general be grossly inefficient. This section shows how to 
transform a program so that types are checked at run-time without unreasonable 
overhead. This is done by omitting from the new program any type checks that can 
be shown to be redundant. 
By Theorem 2.2, SLD-refutations of well-typed forms of programs and goals are 
well typed. A well-typed form of a program is one in which the body of each clause 
has been modified, so that, in any SLD-refutation, local variables in the body can 
only be bound to values in their types. Their types are deduced by noting which 
arguments of which atoms they occur in. Thus, adding a type check for each local 
variable in each clause, and each variable in each goal, would ensure that 
refutations are well typed. However, type dependencies can be used to show that 
some of these type checks are redundant, as in the algorithm below. 
The following propositions define the well-typed forms of clauses from which 
redundant type checks will be eliminated. 
Proposition 7.1. Let G = +- E A B be a goal on a typed program P, where E is a 
conjunction of equalities, B is a conjunction of atoms, and no atom in B is an 
equality. For each equality t, = t, in E, type unify t, and t,, and for each term t 
occurring as an argument to an atom in B, unify t and r (where r is the type 
associated with t), giving a type substitution S and set of type rules T. For each 
variablexi in G, add the type rule ai + {S(x;)} to T. Then, 
G’=+Er\B/\a,(x,) A... ACQ(X,), 
where each predicate q is defined in @r, is a well-typed form of G. 
PROOF. From Definition 3.5, the derivation of each q, and Theorem 5.1, it follows 
that, for each SLD-computed answer 6 to P U { + a,(~,) A -*- A cu,(x,)}, GO is 
well typed. Therefore G’ is a well-typed form of G with respect to P. (Note that 
type declarations are implicit.) q 
Proposition 7.2. Let K = A +- E A B be a clause in a typed program P, where E is a 
conjunction of equalities and there are no equalities in B. For each equality t, = t, in 
E unify t, and t,, and for each term t occum’ng as an argument to an atom in B 
evaluate t A r (where T is the type associated with t>, giving a type substitution S and 
set of type rules T. For each local variablexi in K, add the type rule oi + {S(xi)} to 
T. Then, 
K'=A+EABAcx,(x,)A~-+AcY~(x~), 
where each predicate czi is defined in @r, is a well-typed form of K. 
PROOF. By Proposition 7.1, +-E A B A cu,(x,> A -0. A cxk(xk) is a well-typed 
form of + E A B. That K’ is a well-typed form of K with respect to P follows 
directly. q 
An algorithm for determining which variables in a goal or clause need type 
checks, by eliminating from consideration those variables that are demonstrably 
well typed, is now described. 
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Type Check Elimination Algorithm 
INPUT. A goal or homogeneous clause, and the associated sets Fa, FE, TB, and 
S,, as created by the algorithm for derivation of type dependencies. 
OUTPUT. A set V of variables for which type checks are necessary. 
METHOD. The algorithm is described by the following steps. 
1. If eliminating type checks from a goal, let F be Fs U {FE} and let S be the 
empty substitution. Otherwise; let F be FB U IF,} modified by deleting all 
dependencies C -+ g, where g corresponds to a nonlocal variable, and replac- 
ing all such g by true. Form S and T by unifying the pairs (x,, r,), . . . , (x,, t,) 
in turn, starting from S, and T,, where x,, . . . , x, are the variables in the 
head of the clause. 
2. Let (F,T, S) = reduce(F,T,S). If each dependency set in F is empty, go to 
step (4). 
3. Choose any dependency C +g E F, where F E F. For each proposition gj in 
C for which Es(g,) is false, add the variables occurring in corresponding term 
ti to I/ and let (T, T, S) = unifi(ti, TV, T, S).” Go to step (2). 
4. If any arguments of any atoms in the body of the goal or clause are not 
well typed with respect to S, add the variables occurring in those terms 
to I/. 0 
Now all that remains is to add the appropriate type checks to the goal or clause. 
For each variable xi in V, an atom q(xi) is added to the goal or clause, to check 
for the type q = S(x,) in the final S. ‘r Thus, the type-modiJied form of a goal t B 
is 
+ B A a,( x,) A 0.. A (Y,J xk) 
and the type-modified form of a clause A + B is 
A+Br\a,(x,) A*.* Aa,( 
Theorem 7. I. If a goal G = + B on program P has the type-modified form G’ = +- B 
A a,(~,> A 0.. A (Ye, then G’ is a well-typed form of G. 
PROOF. That G’ is a well-typed form of G follows from Proposition 7.1 and 
examination of the above algorithm. [7 
Theorem 7.2. If a clause K = A * B in program P has the type-modified form 
K’ = A +- B A a,(~,) A ... A crL(xk), then K’ is a well-typed form of K. 
PROOF. That K’ is a well-typed form of K follows from Proposition 7.2 and 
examination of the above algorithm. q 
lo A type check will be added for each variable in t,, thus the type for ri can be added to S. The 
subsequent application of reduce will eliminate C *g from F. The term r produced by unification is 
not,yseful and is ignored. 
This check may be stricter than is necessary to guarantee well-typedness. Some method of 
identifying the difference between the actual and the required type might increase the efficiency of the 
final program by simplifying the check. 
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It follows that if K = K’, the well-typed form of K, then K is well-typed. In 
practice, most “simple” clauses-in which variables are frequently type checked by 
calls to evaluable predicates and other system predicates that are known to check 
the types of their arguments-fall into this category, so that no additional type 
checks are required at all. As demonstrated in Section 6, append and qsort are well 
typed and do not need additional type checks. In fact, since programs almost 
invariably examine the structure of each term somewhere and have an orderly 
“flow” of data, so that dependencies are straightforward, many programs are well 
typed as they stand. 
Example 7.1. Consider a program containing the predicate definition 
truuerse( leuf( x), x./,1) + 
truverse(tree( x, y, t), 1,) l,) +traverse(x,l,,y.l,) Atraverse(z,l,,l,), 
where traverse has type (Y X p X p, with the set of type rules 
{~~{(leuf(y),tree(~,y,~)},~~{~~~,~.~J,~~{~,~)l. 
Then the inferred type dependencies for traverse are {g2 -+ g,, g, A g3 -+ g,, g, + 
g3}, and traverse is well typed. One successful goal on this program is + 
traverse(tree(leaf(a), b, leaf(b)), a.b.b.nil, nil), which is well typed. 0 
The following example gives cases where type checks need to be added to derive 
a well-typed form. 
Example 72. Consider a clause with homogeneous form 
p(x) +x=yAq(y,z) AT(z), 
where p has type CY, q has type (Y x p,, r has type &, /3, n P2 # 0, p, Z p2, and 
there are no type dependencies. Since the type of z is not guaranteed by any type 
dependency, z is added to the set of variables to be type checked. Thus the initial 
S = {x/y, y/c-u, z/y}, where y = pi f’~ &. Hence, a well-typed form of the clause is 
p(x) +x=y Aq(y,z) Ar(z) A Y(Z). 
If T(y) is empty, this well-typed form will never take part in a well-typed 
SLD-refutation. 
Consider a clause with homogeneous form 
P(X) +x=yAq(w,z)Ar(z,y) 
with type dependencies F = {(g,4 +g29},{g,’ -+g2’)). p has type (Y, q has type 
P, x P2> r has type p3 x P4, and p2 c p3. Thus, the initial S is 
{x/y, Y/CY, w/p, z/p]; F and S are not modified by application of reduce(F, T, S> 
at step (2). If the dependency gf -+g, 4 is chosen from F in step (31, w is added to 
the set of variables to be type checked, and w and /?, are unified, giving 
S = {x/y, y/a, w/pi, z/p2}. Returning to step (21, application of reduce(F, T, S) 
gives F = (} and S = {x/y, y/y, w/&, z/p2), where y = an &. The modified 
clause is 
p(x) +-x=y Aq(W,z) Ar(z,Y) A P,(w). 0 
It is possible to provoke the system into adding a large number of type checks to 
a program. The typical cause of this is a declaration of a “strong” type, say a list of 
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integers, for predicates such as append which guarantee that their arguments are 
lists, but not lists of any particular type. A solution to this problem would be to 
analyse predicates to see whether they preserve types; for example, if the first 
argument to sort is a list of integers, the second argument is also, even though sort 
operates on any list type. As noted in the Conclusion, however, this is a question 
for further research. Type checks may also be added unnecessarily where the 
analysis would have to verify complex relationships between types. 
Example 73. Consider the program containing the definition of traverse from 
Example 7.1, which also contains the definition 
trav( x, y) + traverse( x, y, nil), 
where trav has type CY X 6, and 6 is defined by the rule 6 - (y.nil, -y.r.sl. For the 
goal + trav(leaf(b), x), the system is unable to verify that x is always bound to an 
odd-length list, so a type check must be added. q 
Choosing the best dependency to eliminate from F in step (3) of the type check 
elimination algorithm is a difficult problem, although there are some obvious 
heuristics that can be applied. A first choice of dependency to eliminate would be 
one in which the proposition on the left-hand side does not occur on the right-hand 
side of any dependency. Dependencies with propositions on the left-hand side for 
which only inexpensive checks are needed are other obvious candidates. However, 
in general it is difficult to predict that variables will become well typed after any 
given variables has had a type check added. 
It is possible that adding type checks to a clause will improve its type dependen- 
cies. This suggests that the processes of deriving type dependencies and determin- 
ing which type checks can be eliminated should be merged, so that when it is 
demonstrated that a type check cannot be eliminated for a clause, it is added and 
the type dependencies derived for that clause are modified. While repeatedly 
deriving the type dependencies of a recursive clause, type checks can be added at 
each iteration. 
Example 7.4. Consider a clause with the homogeneous form 
P(X) +x =Y AS(Y), 
where p has type (Y and q has type p, p c (Y, and there are no type dependencies. 
If a type check p(y) is added to the clause, the well-typed form 
p(x) +x=y Aq(y) AP(Y) 
is given. This well-typed form will have the dependency -g(. q 
Coroutining can be used to prevent infinite derivations and thrashing (back- 
tracking that does not undo ill-typed bindings1 when type checks are invoked [lo, 
141. Appropriate use of coroutining can increase efficiency by causing early failure; 
a predicate does not have to be completely proved before a binding generated for a 
variable in that predicate causes the type checking call to fail. For example, in 
NU-Prolog [191 calls to predicates can be made to delay if they are insufficiently 
instantiated; delayed calls will resume when bindings are made to the appropriate 
terms. 
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8. PARAMETRIC TYPE RULES 
It is straightforward to define parametric type rules in a similar way to regular type 
rules. Although parametric type rules are not more expensive than regular type 
rules, they are a notational convenience. Extending the definition of regular type 
rules to allow parameters requires the use of type variables (denoted by the letter 
u) and type functions; type symbols can be thought of as the special case of type 
functions of arity 0. 
Definition 8.1 (redefining 3.1.). A parametric type term is defined inductively as 
follows: 
1. Constants, variables and type variables are parametric type terms. 
2. If f is an n-ary function and 7j are parametric type terms, then f(~i,. . . , 7,) 
is a parametric type term. 
3. If S is an n-ary type function and ri are variable-free parametric type terms, 
then S(rl,. . . , 7,) is a parametric type term. 
A pure parametric type term is a parametric type term without variables. 17 
Definition 8.2. (redefining 3.2.). A parametric type rule is a rule of the form 
S(V i,“‘, u,) + I where S is an n-ary type function, I is a set of pure parametric 
type terms, and ui, . . . , u, are a superset of the type variables occurring in I. 
0 
Example 8.1. S(u) + (leaf, tree( SC > u , u, S(u))} is a parametric type rule. 0 
Permitting parametric type rules such as S(u) -+ {nil,u.S(u)) allows users to 
define types such as S( CX), a list whose elements are of type (Y. Type rules such as 
S(u) -+ I.. .) S(S(u)), . . .) should be statistically disallowed, as they lead to infinite 
derivations. 
An instantiated parametric type rule, in which each type variable has been 
instantiated to a pure type term, is equivalent to a predicate in the same way that 
an ordinary type rule is eqquivalent to a predicate. This means that a parametric 
type rule may have several corresponding predicates, one for each instantiation of 
the rule. Thus the type of an instantiated pure parametric type term can be 
determined just as the type of a pure type is determined, by examining the least 
model of the corresponding program. 
Example 8.2. The parametric type rule S(u) -+ {nil, u. S(u)) may be instantiated to 
S( CY) + {nil, (Y.S( a)}. This is associated with the predicate definition 
S( a)(nil) + 
S(a)(x,-%) + a(-%) * s(a)(%), 
so that S(a) is a list whose elements are of type (Y. •I 
The intersection, unification and comparison algorithms can easily be modified 
to use parametric type rules. The intersection and comparison algorithms will work 
with pure parametric type terms, and the unification algorithm will work with 
parametric type terms; in each case, terms must not contain type variables. 
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9. CONCLUSION 
A program can be specified by clauses and type declarations. If the language of 
types is restricted so that comparison and intersection are decidable, it is possible 
to produce a new program that is equivalent o the original specification of clauses 
and types but which only derives well-typed answers given a goal that has been 
modified to be well typed. Because type inference and type dependencies are used, 
the number of type checks that are added to clauses to produce the new program is 
limited. In practice, the program is often identical to the original program, and 
thus a broad class of programs can be identified as well typed. Thus, at little and 
often no run-time cost, effective type checking is possible for logic programs. 
The type analysis of programs performed during derivation of type dependencies 
is very detailed and is able to closely specify the source of type errors. The analysis 
identifies clauses that cannot take part in a well-typed refutation, that is, clauses 
that probably contain type errors, and analysis of the type substitution created 
during derivation of type dependencies can indicate which variables are at fault. 
As part of the type analysis, we have developed new algorithms for manipulation 
of regular tree grammars. For reasons of readability, the algorithms described in 
this paper have been expressed without attention to efficiency. Many optimisations 
could be made, for example, the argument E of the emptiness algorithm, the 
arguments T and Z of the intersection algorithm and the argument C of the 
comparison algorithm could be accumulated, and ordered tuples could be collected 
in set Z of the intersection algorithm. A type checker based on optimised versions 
of these algorithms has been implemented in NU-Prolog [19] by the authors. 
Further improvements may also be possible. Fast (near linear) algorithms exist for 
determining the intersection of regular languages [ll, and variants of these fast 
algorithms may be applicable to regular tree languages. Similarly, fast unification 
algorithms exist for standard unification [9], and the techniques used in these 
algorithms could be applied to type unification. 
There are some limitations to the type system described in this paper. In 
particular, it could be argued that regular types are not sufficiently expressive; if a 
more expressive language were known for which intersection and comparison are 
decidable, however, it could be used within the framework of this type system. 
Another limitation is that this system does not permit type declarations involving 
type variables; for example, it is not possible to declare that sort has type 
cu(u) X a(u), where (Y is a list type defined by a parametric type rule. While this 
declaration could be read as “the arguments are lists of the same type u,” in 
general it is not obvious what semantics could be given to these declarations. For 
example, if append is declared to have type IY(U) x a(u) x a(v), using the same 
semantics as above, the goal + uppend(a.nil, b.nil, a.b.nil) is not well typed. If the 
semantics were “there exists some type u such that the arguments are all of this 
type,” even the least such type must subsume the known types for the arguments 
and hence provides no useful information. Another possibility would be to allow 
declarations such as “uppend has type a(~,> x a(~,) x a(~+), where u3 = u, u u2,” 
that is, the type u3 is a union of the types ur and u2. It is not clear how, in general, 
such declarations could be used in analysis. 
There are a number of ways in which the type analysis described in this paper 
can be made more precise. One approach is to allow integer range types and 
consider the properties of arithmetic predicates. Interdependencies between vari- 
ables of type integer and the bounds on each variable could be utilised by a form of 
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constraint analysis that check that the bounds on interdependent variables are 
consistent. A language such as CLP might be used for constraint analysis 181. 
Another way of making the type analysis more precise is to apply our algorithms to 
unfolded or partially unfolded goals and clause bodies [17]. Finally, as discussed in 
Section 6.3, inferred types could be used to derive smaller types than those 
declared. 
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